
Security teams turn to SnapAttack and Google Cloud when...

They need up-to-date threat intelligence to
bring context and prioritization into their
security with ease.

They’ve identified weaknesses in their attack
surface and need to continuously hunt down
potential incidents with targeted detections.

www.snapattack.com

They need scalable, integrated tech to quickly
pivot from tool to tool throughout detection
development.

They need to get their current or new SIEM up
to speed ASAP with proven detection content.

SnapAttack is the threat management platform
that gives you everything you need to detect
more of the threats that matter, faster. 

With Mandiant Threat Intelligence baked right
into the SnapAttack platform, plus direct
integrations with all major SIEMs like Google
Chronicle, SnapAttack brings a structured
workflow and detection power to unsilo your
teams and your tools so that you can get more
from your Google Cloud Security investment. 

Level up your existing team by giving them the
power of elite threat researchers, hackers, and
detection engineers - right at their fingertips. 

97% faster threat hunts

WHAT IS SNAPATTACK?

DRIVE ACTION WITH INTELLIGENCE.
SUPERCHARGE YOUR SIEM.

+

65% more MITRE ATT&CK
coverage than average

legacy SIEMs

92% time reduction in
detection development



THREAT PROFILES

Uncover which threats matter based on YOU:
Your industry
Your region
Your environment’s scale, teams, tools
Your thresholds

AND based on the threat landscape:
Risk
Exploit likelihood
Last observed threshold

Prioritized and tailored to your unique environment.

 
THREAT INTELLIGENCE 

LEVEL-UP YOUR SIEM 
(WITHOUT LEVELING UP YOUR BUDGET)

MAINTAIN AND IMPROVE THREAT DETECTION

+ =

www.snapattack.com

INTELLIGENCE THAT
DRIVES ACTION+ =

Speed up your SIEM migration or
transform your SOC with
Chronicle's advanced analytics and
10,000+ proven detections from
SnapAttack tailored to your
environment and seamlessly ready
for use in Chronicle.

Browse pre-built detections or
build your own in the world's most
advanced detection engineering
lab so you don’t have to rebuild
your detection strategy as you
upgrade to Chronicle. 

DETECT MORE OF THE THREATS THAT
MATTER, FASTER.

Average Legacy
SIEM Coverage

VS

SIEM Coverage Tailored
with Chronicle +

SnapAttack

24% 
of MITRE ATT&CK

framework covered

89% 
of MITRE ATT&CK

framework covered


